Hot deformation behaviour of Cu/Al laminated composites under interface constraint effect
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Abstract: In order to understand the hot deformation behavior of novel Cu/Al laminated composites, isothermal hot compression tests were conducted by Gleeble-1500D thermo-mechanical simulator. And the effect of bonding interface, deformation temperature and strain rate on the deformation behavior was analyzed. Results show that under the interface constraint effect, soft Al layer trends to flow synchronously with hard Cu layer. And further microstructure examinations indicate the cooperative deformation capability of Cu/Al composites increases with increasing stain rate and decreasing deformation temperature. Strain hardening exponent, calculated based on the true stress-true strain data, also proves the effect of deformation temperature and strain rate on the cooperative deformation behavior. Meanwhile, unique composites structure allows the Al matrix to exhibit the characteristic of dynamic recrystallization during the hot deformation process. Lastly, strain compensated Arrhenius-type constitutive equation was employed to describe the coupling effect of temperature, strain rate and strain on the flow stress.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of modern industry, light-weight is an intense pursuit goal for more economical and green development at the basis of keeping original mechanical properties. Copper/aluminum (Cu/Al) laminated composites have been developed to meet these demands and several fabricate methods also have been presented in recent years [1-5]. Practices indicate that compared to monometallic copper or copper alloy, Cu/Al composites can reduce the weight of 40 ~ 50 %, save the cost of 30 ~ 50 % and keep almost consistent electrical and thermal conductivity [6]. Therefore, Cu/Al laminated composites have been utilized in a number of areas such as power, communication, architecture and aerospace [5, 7]. Until now, numerous studies about Cu/Al composites are mainly focused on the fabricate technologies [1-5], thermal treatment crafts [8-10] and bonding mechanisms [11, 12]. However, thermal mechanical machining such as hot rolling and tension also are necessary for Cu/Al composites in order to meet various industrial needs, to the authors’ knowledge, related research is not available.

For the hot deformation behavior of metal materials, the essence is dynamic competition between work hardening and dynamic softening (including dynamic recrystallization and dynamic recovery), and the process is significantly affected by deformation temperature, strain rate, microstructure and so on [13]. Until now, Arrhenius-type constitutive equation is a kind of commonly used mathematical model to describe the relationship between the flow stress and deformation temperature, strain rate and deformation activation energy during the hot deformation process [14]. And the hot deformation behaviors of constituent metals of Cu/Al laminated composites have been investigated respectively through the Arrhenius-type constitutive equations [15-24].

Different from monometallic metal deformation behavior, the introduction of bonding interface usually will bring unique feature for composites. Such as, Patel et al. studied the compressive deformation behavior of AA2014 - 10 wt. % SiCp composites at the strain rate range of 0.01-10 s⁻¹ and temperature range of 200 - 500 °C. Microstructure features revealed that plastic incompatibility between the aluminum matrix and reinforcement lead to premature fracture of the composite [25]. Therefore, appropriate hot deformation parameters and processing map different from AA2014 aluminum alloy matrix have to been re-established for the SiCp reinforced aluminum matrix.
matrix composites [26, 27]. Nambu et al. investigated the relationship between the tensile ductility and interfacial bonding strength of multilayered steel composites and discovered that tensile ductility increased markedly with the increase of interfacial bonding strength [28]. Jiang et al. discovered that brittle high-Cr cast iron can deform like a ductile metal during the hot compression process of high-Cr cast iron/low carbon steel laminated composites, which benefits from the sound bonding interface between the two kinds of metals [29]. Here we expect that similar characters can also been found in the hot compression process of Cu/Al laminated composites.

In this paper, the isothermal compression deformation tests of Cu/Al laminated composites were conducted in the temperature range of 300 - 450 °C and strain rates range of 0.01 - 1 s⁻¹. Then, the collaborative deformation behaviors of Cu layer and Al layer were checked. The microstructure evolution of Al matrix during the isothermal compression process was investigated. Further, Cu/Al laminated composites with and without metallurgical bonding interfaces were compressed in same condition to explore the effect of interface on plastic flow behavior of Cu/Al laminated composites.

2. Material and experimental procedure

2.1. Material

Experimental Cu/Al laminated composites were produced by twin-roll casting technology. The thickness of Cu layer and Al layer are 1.5 mm and 8.5 mm, respectively, and the chemical components of them are list in Table 1. Meanwhile, in order to compare the deformation behavior of Cu/Al laminated composites and monometallic Al during the hot compression process, monometallic Al plate with a thickness of 10 mm was produced in the same twin-roll casting technology. The detailed casting procedures about Cu/Al composite plates have been reported in previous paper [30], after that the as-cast composites plate and monometallic Al plate were homogenized at 350°C for 1 hour in an electrical resistance furnace. Then cylindrical specimens were machined from the homogenized sample with a diameter of 8 mm and height of 10 mm. And microstructure examination shows that ~ 3 μm thick interlayer has formed in the Cu/Al laminated composites due to the mutual diffusion between Cu and Al atoms, as shown in Fig. 1.

In order to investigate the effect of interface between Cu layer and Al layer on the compression deformation behavior of Cu/Al laminated composites, the cylindrical specimens were cut along the bonding interface using wire cut machine. Then, the cut surfaces of Cu layer and Al layer were polished and cleaned using a grade 600 abrasive paper and absolute ethanol, respectively. After that, the Al layer and Cu layer were simply put together again without any other further treatment. Next, the no-interface Cu/Al composite specimens will be compressed in same condition with the metallurgical bonding Cu/Al composites specimens.

Fig.1 (a) Macro morphology of Cu/Al compression specimen and (b) microstructure of interface region

2.2. Isothermal compression

The isothermal compression experiments were conducted on a Gleeble-1500D thermo-mechanical simulator at constant temperatures of 300, 350, 400 and 450 °C and strain rate of 0.01, 0.1 and 1 s⁻¹, respectively. Prior to isothermal compression, graphite lubricant was used for reducing the friction between the specimen and the anvil.
Specimens were heated to the set temperature at a heating rate of 10 °C/s and held for 60 s to eliminate the thermal gradients without increasing the thickness of Cu/Al interface. Subsequently, the specimens were compressed at a reduction rate of 50 %, and followed by water quenching to keep the deformed microstructure. The true stress-strain data were automatically collected by Gleeble-1500D thermo-mechanical simulator.

For microstructure observation, the compressed specimens were cut parallel to the compression axis through the center, and then the sectioned specimens were mechanically polished and the Al matrix was etched with 20% hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution. Microstructure observation was conducted on a Zeiss Axio Vert. A1 optical microscope.

| Table 1 Chemical compositions of Cu plate and Al alloys |
|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Alloys         | Chemicals compositions (wt %) | Cu  | Fe  | Zn  | S   | P   | Si  | Mg | Al |
| Cu             | 99.96          | 0.0009 | 0.0008 | 0.0007 | 0.0009 | 0.0006 | -  | -  |    |
| Al             | 0.04           | 0.16   | 0.04   | -    | -    | 0.17  | 0.04 | 99.5 |

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Compression deformation behavior

After hot compression, the typical cross sectional morphology of the deformed Cu/Al composite specimen is shown in Fig. 2a. As we can see, deformation mainly focuses on the soft Al layer and soft Al matrix was extruded during the hot compression process. Meanwhile, under the pressure stress in the vertical direction, the horizontal flow in different region of Al matrix is inhomogeneous. Obviously, the horizontal flow distance in bottom region of Al matrix is larger than that in top region (X_h>X_t), which may be ascribed to the constraint effect of Cu layer to Al layer through the bonding interface. For comparison, the no-interface Cu/Al composite specimen was compressed in the same deformation temperature and strain rate, as shown in Fig. 2b. Under this condition, the relative flow of Cu layer and Al layer on the interface region is obvious, even though the hard Cu layer has a friction drag effect on the soft Al layer, Al matrix flows faster in the horizontal direction (X_t >X_h). The distinction of the flowability of the Al matrix between these two kinds of hot compression specimens can well prove that interface plays an important role in the hot compression process of Cu/Al composites.

![Fig. 2 The cross sectional morphology of hot deformed Cu/Al specimens (a) with and (b) without a bonding interface](image)

Under the interface constraint, the plastic flow is inhomogeneous in different regions of Al matrix during the hot compression process. Further microstructure examination shows that the relative flow velocity of Al matrix almost reduces to zero on the interface region. As shown in Fig. 3a, the deformation degree of grains was not obvious. However, numerous of deformation textures, which are perpendicular to the compression axis, were found in the central region of Al matrix, which shows the relative flow in this region is serious, as shown in Fig. 3b. As we all known, in order to promote coordinated deformation of the bimetal laminated composites, the relative flow between these two kinds of materials should be as small as possible. Based on the difference of relative flow velocity and microstructure in different spots of Al matrix, we divided the aluminum matrix into three regions, as shown in Fig. 4. Further, naming the area I, where the relative flow velocity is large, as easy-deformed region, and naming the area II, where the relative flow velocity is small, as hard-deformed region.

For more uniform deformation during the hot compression process, we should try to reduce the scale of easy-deformed region. Comparing the deformation region of Cu/Al composite with and without a bonding
interface, the Cu/Al laminated composite with a bonding interface has a larger hard-deformed region in the interface region and littler easy-deformed region, which be ascribed to the constrain effect of hard Cu layer to softer Al layer through interface (Fig. 4). However, these two kinds of Cu/Al composites have similar hard-deformed region in the bottom of Al layer because of similar friction condition between specimen and anvil. Meanwhile, microstructure examination shows that deformation temperature and strain rate also have significant effect on the scale of deformed region of Cu/Al composites with a bonding interface, with the increase of strain rate or decrease of deformation temperature, the scale of hard-deformed region increases and the easy-deformed region decreases.

The hot compression deformation behavior of Cu/Al laminated composites is distinctly different from the tensile deformation behavior. During the tensile deformation process, the Cu layer, Al layer and interface layer suffer from equal strain, and brittle interface layer will fracture firstly due to weak ductility. Subsequently, the Cu layer and Al layer will fracture separately [31]. However, during the hot compression process, deformation happens in the softer and thicker Al layer firstly because of isostress behavior. Then, Al layer will put tension stress on the Cu layer and Cu layer will also enforce compressive stress on Al layer so that they can deformation simultaneously. Obviously, sound bonding interface between Cu layer and Al layer promotes the possible of coordinate deformation of dissimilar metals. Meanwhile, in the horizontal direction, little strain gradient between Cu layer and Al layer on the interface region will not produces large shear stress to destroy the interlayer.

![Fig. 3 Microstructures of different regions after hot compression at 450 °C/0.01s⁻¹: (a) interface region and (b) central region of Al matrix](image)

![Fig. 4 Schematic diagrams of different deformation regions in Cu/Al composites (a) with and (b) without a bonding interface ( I : easy-deformed region, II : hard-deformed region)](image)

### 3.2 True stress-true strain curves

The true stress-true strain curves of Cu/Al laminated composites and monometallic Al at different deformation temperatures and strain rates are shown in Fig. 5. Similar with the property of other Al alloy, deformation temperature and strain rate have remarkable effect on the flow stress of both Cu/Al laminated composites and monometallic Al. And flow stress increases with increasing strain rate or decreasing deformation temperature [15, 32, 33]. What makes the Cu/Al laminated composite apart from monometallic Al is the variation tendency of flow stress. During the beginning stage of deformation, the flow stress of Cu/Al composites increases dramatically and reaches peak stress at an extremely small strain (~ 0.01). However, the flow stress of
monometallic Al increases slowly and reaches a peak stress at a large strain (~ 0.06). Furthermore, at low deformation temperature, like 300°C and 350°C, the flow stress of Cu/Al composite and monometallic Al will continue to increase after reaching peak stress, indicating work hardening always plays a dominant role. But as for the Cu/Al laminated composites, with the further increase of strain, faster increase of flow stress produces a large amount of deformation heating so that dynamic softening starts to play a dominant role at certain strain and then flow stress exhibits a dropping tendency, showing the feature of dynamic recrystallization. Obviously, the deformation heating originated from work hardening in monometallic Al is not enough to counteract the work hardening so that flow stress increases monotonously with increasing strain. The difference can be ascribed to the interface puts strong resistance to dislocation slip during the hot compression process of Cu/Al laminated composites, which does not exist in the hot compression process of monometallic Al. At high hot deformation temperature, like 400°C and 450°C, the thermally activated process strongly controls the hot deformation process, atomic movement and dislocation slip become easy. At this time, softening mechanism starts to play a dominant role once the flow stress reaches peak during the hot compression process of Cu/Al laminated composites. Unfortunately, the constraint effect of interface on the flow of softening Al layer is weakened at such a high deformation temperature. Because the deformation mainly focuses on the softer Al layer, combined with weak effect of interface, the flow stresses of Cu/Al laminated composites are similar with the monometallic Al during the hot compression process at high temperature.
Further, the work hardening and dynamic softening mechanisms of Al matrix in Cu/Al laminated composites were confirmed by the optical micrographs. At low deformation temperature and high strain rate (Fig. 6a), work hardening play a dominant role until a high strain value so that deformed grains were elongated greatly, and deformation textures make the grain boundary almost invisible. With the increase of deformation temperature (Fig. 6b), dynamic softening mechanism can counteract the work hardening mechanism at early stage of hot compression, new undistorted grains have enough time to nucleate and can be found around the grain boundaries, which meets the feature of dynamic recrystallization. At high deformation temperature and low strain rate (Fig. 6c), there is more time and energy for the dislocations slipping and climbing. More recrystallization grains have formed and grown up.

3.3 Strain hardening behavior

It is well known that the uniform plastic deformation ability of a material is related to the strain hardening capacity, which can be enhanced by increasing storage of dislocations or weakened by dynamic softening
mechanism, like dynamic recovery and dynamic recrystallization [34]. Meanwhile, the increase or reduction of dislocations are related to the deformation temperature, strain rate and deformation degree [35]. That means the ductility of a material can be improved by applying optimal combination of deformation temperature, strain rate and deformation degree. Based on characteristics, the mathematical model of strain hardening exponent $n$, considering the effect of deformation temperature and strain rate, was proposed to evaluate the homogeneous deformation ability of a material during the deformation process [36]. As expressed in Eq. (1).

$$n = \frac{\partial \ln \sigma}{\partial \ln \varepsilon}|_{T,k}$$

As we can see, strain hardening exponent $n$ will be a positive value when the stress increases with the increase of strain under constant deformation temperature and strain rate, which shows that the work hardening plays a dominant role at this time. And strain hardening exponent $n$ will be a negative value when the stress decreases with the increase of strain under constant deformation temperature and strain rate, which shows that the dynamic softening plays a dominant role at this time. Specifically, the effect of strain on strain hardening exponent $n$ during the hot compression process of Cu/Al laminated composites is shown in Fig. 7. As seen from Fig. 7, the strain hardening exponent $n$ gradually decreases even become negative with the increase of strain, which shows that the work hardening mechanism plays a dominant role at the beginning stage of isothermal compression of Cu/Al laminated composites, however with the increase of strain, a amount of deformation heating was produced so that the dynamic softening mechanism can gradually balance the work hardening effect and play a leading role. Especially at deformation temperature of 400 °C and 450 °C, the strain hardening exponent $n$ are negative over all of the deformation processes, which shows the dynamic softening mechanism plays a dominant role from the beginning of isothermal compression process (Fig. 7b). Furthermore, it is noted that both decreasing deformation temperature and increasing strain rate can enhance the strain hardening exponent $n$, which results in the positive strain hardening exponent extending to a higher strain degree. Therefore, hot compression tests of Cu/Al laminated should be conducted at low deformation and high strain rate for more uniform deformation. Now, the calculation results can well agree with the microstructure observation.

![Fig. 7 The effect of strain on the strain hardening exponent $n$ during hot compression process of Cu/Al laminated composites at (a) deformation temperature of 300 °C and (b) strain rate of 0.1s$^{-1}$](image)

3.4 Modeling the hot deformation behavior

3.4.1 Constitutive model

The Arrhenius-type equation, considering the relation between strain rates, deformation temperatures, stress and deformation activation energy, generally is used to describe the metal flow behavior, as Eq. (2).

$$\dot{\varepsilon} = A[\sinh(\alpha \sigma)]^n \exp\left(\frac{-Q}{RT}\right)$$

Where $A$, $\alpha$ and $n$ are material constants, $\dot{\varepsilon}$ is the strain rate (s$^{-1}$), $\sigma$ is the flow stress (MPa), $Q$ is the deformation activation energy (KJ/mol), $R$ is the gas constant (8.314 KJ/ (mol ⋅ K)), and $T$ is the deformation temperature (K).
During the hot deformation process, Eq. (2) can be used in all stress level. However, for the lower stress level, Eq. (3) is more suitable. And for higher stress level, Eq. (4) is fit to describe the relation between strain rate and flow stress.

\[
\dot{\epsilon} = A_1 \sigma^{n_1} \exp \left( - \frac{Q}{RT} \right) 
\]

\[
\dot{\epsilon} = A_2 \exp (\beta \sigma) \exp \left( - \frac{Q}{RT} \right) 
\]

Where, \( A_1, n_1, A_2 \) and \( \beta \) are material constants. Meanwhile, Eqs. (3) and (4) can be translated into Eqs. (5) and (6) by taking the natural logarithm on both side.

\[
\ln \dot{\epsilon} = n_1 \ln \sigma + \ln A_1 - \frac{Q}{RT} 
\]

\[
\ln \dot{\epsilon} = \beta \sigma + \ln A_2 - \frac{Q}{RT} 
\]

Then, the flow stresses and strain rates under the true strain of 0.4 are submitted to Eqs. (5) and (6). It is obvious that \( \ln \dot{\epsilon} - \ln \sigma \) and \( \ln \dot{\epsilon} - \sigma \) meet some linear relation at constant deformation temperatures because \( A_1, n_1, A_2 \) and \( \beta \) all are constants. Then, the fitted lines under different temperatures are illustrated in Fig. 8 and the values of \( n_1 \) and \( \beta \) were calculated respectively from the average slope. Further, the constant \( \alpha \) can be attained as \( \alpha = \beta / n_1 \), the value of it is 0.0254 MPa\(^{-1}\).

**Fig. 8** (a) \( \ln \dot{\epsilon} - \sigma \) and (b) \( \ln \dot{\epsilon} - \ln \sigma \) plots at different deformation temperatures

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides of Eq. (2), Eq. (7) can be attained. \( \ln \dot{\epsilon} - \ln [\sinh(\alpha \sigma)] \) plot also meets a linear relation under constant deformation temperature, as shown in Fig. 9a. Substituting the values of strain rate and flow stress, the average slope \( n \) over the range of deformation temperature was found to be 6.90.

\[
\ln \dot{\epsilon} = n \ln [\sinh(\alpha \sigma)] + \ln A - \frac{Q}{RT} 
\]

The hot deformation activation \( Q \), which indicates the deformation difficulty degree of test material and is the critical energy value of starting the dislocation movement [37, 38], can be calculated by taking partial differential of Eq. (7), as shown in Eq. (8).

\[
Q = R \left[ \frac{\partial \ln \dot{\epsilon}}{\partial \ln[\sinh(\alpha \sigma)]} \right]_{T} \cdot \left[ \frac{\partial \ln[\sinh(\alpha \sigma)]}{\partial (1/T)} \right]_{\dot{\epsilon}} = RnL 
\]

The parameter \( L \) represents the average slope of \( \ln[\sinh(\alpha \sigma)] - 1/T \) plot under test temperatures. By substituting the values of flow stress and deformation temperature under constant strain rate, the value of \( L \) be calculated and it is 3249.44 (Fig. 9b). Therefore, the activation energy \( Q \) can be obtained to be 186.43 KJ/mol. It was higher than that for self-diffusion of commercial pure aluminum (126.45 KJ/mol), and even higher than that of AA2014 - 10 wt. % SiCp composite (168 KJ/mol) [15, 25]. Such obvious increase of \( Q \) values shows the effect of composites structure on the deformation activation energy is significant. According to Eq. (2), at constant strain rate and
deformation temperature, flow stress increases with increasing $Q$ values, which means the deformation of Cu/Al laminated composites needs larger force, that correspond with the fact that interface has constraint effect on flow of Al matrix.

Meanwhile, the Zener-Hollomon equation can also be utilized to represent the coupling effect of strain rate and deformation temperature, as Eq. (9).

$$Z = \dot{\epsilon} \exp \left( \frac{Q}{RT} \right) = A[\sinh(\alpha \sigma)]^n$$

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides of Eq. (9):

$$\ln Z = \ln A + n \ln[\sinh(\alpha \sigma)]$$

Then, substituting the solutions of $\alpha$ and $Q$, the values of $\ln Z$ and $\ln [\sinh(\alpha \sigma)]$ under different strain rates and deformation temperatures can be calculated and the relationship of them can be further plotted, as shown in Fig.10. The good linear relationship demonstrates the possibility that building a mathematical model about the strain rate, deformation temperature and stress, so that the plastic deformation behavior can be expressed clearly.

![Fig.9](a) $\ln \dot{\epsilon} - \ln[\sinh(\alpha \sigma)]$ plots at different temperatures, (b) $\ln[\sinh(\alpha \sigma)]-1/T$ plots at different strain rate

![Fig.10](Relationship between $\ln Z$ and $\ln [\sinh(\alpha \sigma)]$)

3.4.2 Modified constitutive model

As shown in Fig.5, the flow stresses alter dramatically with the increase of deformation strain, especially in lower deformation temperature such as 300 and 350 °C. However, the foundation of the constitutive equation is the equilibrium between the work hardening and the dynamic softening, and the flow stress varies little with the increase of strain. That mean the effect of strain on stress cannot be ignored anyway in this paper. Therefore, the constitutive equation built according to the parameters of strain 0.4 is not representative over the all strain situations. The compensation of strain should be taken into account when computing the material constants ($A$, $\alpha$, $n$ and $Q$) so that the flow stress can be predicted more accurately [32, 39, 40].
Using the same calculation method, the material constants are calculated again at the strain range of 0.05 ~ 0.65 at the interval of 0.05. Further, the relationship between these material constants and true strain can be polynomial fitted, as shown in Fig. 11. The order of polynomial was experimented from 2 to 9 and result shows that 5 order polynomial fitting the experimental data very well, the polynomial are shown in Eq. (11) and the polynomial coefficients are list in Table 2.

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha(\varepsilon) &= B_0 + B_1 \varepsilon + B_2 \varepsilon^2 + B_3 \varepsilon^3 + B_4 \varepsilon^4 + B_5 \varepsilon^5 \\
n(\varepsilon) &= C_0 + C_1 \varepsilon + C_2 \varepsilon^2 + C_3 \varepsilon^3 + C_4 \varepsilon^4 + C_5 \varepsilon^5 \\
Q(\varepsilon) &= D_0 + D_1 \varepsilon + D_2 \varepsilon^2 + D_3 \varepsilon^3 + D_4 \varepsilon^4 + D_5 \varepsilon^5 \\
\ln A(\varepsilon) &= E_0 + E_1 \varepsilon + E_2 \varepsilon^2 + E_3 \varepsilon^3 + E_4 \varepsilon^4 + E_5 \varepsilon^5 
\end{align*}
\] (11)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \alpha ) coefficient</th>
<th>( n ) coefficient</th>
<th>( Q ) coefficient</th>
<th>( \ln A ) coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( B_0 = 2.5409 )</td>
<td>( C_0 = 12.3182 )</td>
<td>( D_0 = 209.4480 )</td>
<td>( E_0 = 34.9790 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_1 = -2.2942 )</td>
<td>( C_1 = -47.5148 )</td>
<td>( D_1 = -191.4209 )</td>
<td>( E_1 = -28.2479 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_2 = 14.0243 )</td>
<td>( C_2 = 192.5064 )</td>
<td>( D_2 = 370.7157 )</td>
<td>( E_2 = 35.9870 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_3 = -31.8606 )</td>
<td>( C_3 = -420.2749 )</td>
<td>( D_3 = 903.3894 )</td>
<td>( E_3 = 232.5851 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_4 = 31.7676 )</td>
<td>( C_4 = 460.1838 )</td>
<td>( D_4 = -3544.5115 )</td>
<td>( E_4 = -714.7760 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_5 = -10.2397 )</td>
<td>( C_5 = -199.5526 )</td>
<td>( D_5 = 2675.6823 )</td>
<td>( E_5 = 514.9587 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At this time, strain modified constitutive equations can accurately describe the deformation behavior of Cu/Al laminated composites at different strain rates, deformation temperatures and strains, as shown in Eq. (12).

\[
\dot{\varepsilon} = A(\varepsilon)[\sinh(\alpha(\varepsilon)\sigma)]^n(\varepsilon)\exp\left(-\frac{Q(\varepsilon)}{RT}\right)
\] (12)
Fig. 11 Relationship between (a) $\alpha$, (b) $n$, (c) $Q$ and (d) $\ln A$ with true strain by polynomial fit of Cu/Al composite plate

3.4.3 Verification of the modified constitutive model

Based on the strain modified constitutive models, the flow stress values can be calculated precisely and compared with the experimental flow stress, as shown in Fig. 12. It can be observed that the predicted and the experimental stress values have a satisfactory match at almost all the deformation temperatures and strain rates. In order to further verify the accuracy of the modified constitutive model, the correlation coefficient ($R$) and average absolute relative error ($AARE$) also are computed. They are expressed as follows:

$$R = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N}(E_i - \bar{E})(P_i - \bar{P})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{N}(E_i - \bar{E})^2 \sum_{i=1}^{N}(P_i - \bar{P})^2}} \quad (13)$$

$$AARE(\%) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left| \frac{E_i - P_i}{E_i} \right| \times 100 \quad (14)$$

Where $N$ is the total number of the calculated stress values over the entire experimental temperatures and strain rates, $E_i$ is the measured flow stress values, $P_i$ is the calculated flow stress values, $\bar{E}$ and $\bar{P}$ are the average values of $E_i$ and $P_i$, respectively.

Fig. 13 shows the strength of linear relationship between the experimental and predicted flow stress values. Then, the correlation coefficient ($R$) can be obtained as high as 0.9976. Meanwhile, average absolute relative error ($AARE$), an unbiased statistical parameter, also was calculated to be only 1.84%. The high correlation coefficient and low average absolute relative error collectively indicate the high accuracy of the modified constitutive model. Therefore, it is reasonable to believe that the developed constitutive model in this paper can accurately describe the flow behavior of the Cu/Al laminated composites at elevated temperature and strain rate.

Fig. 12 Comparisons between the measured and predicted flow stress of Cu/Al composite plate at strain rates of (a) 0.01 s$^{-1}$; (b) 0.1 s$^{-1}$;
Fig. 13 The correlation between the experimental and calculated flow stress values from the modified constitutive model

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the isothermal hot compression tests of a novel Cu/Al laminated composites were conducted in the temperature range of 300 ~ 450 °C and strain rate range of 0.01 ~ 1 s\(^{-1}\). The following conclusions can be obtained from the study.

1) Under the interface constraint effect, soft Al layer and hard Cu layer will coordinate each other during the hot compression process of Cu/Al composites materials. And the cooperative deformation capability increases with increasing strain rate and decreasing deformation temperature.

2) In order to keep coordinated deformation during the hot compression process, hard Cu layer will put strong tension stress on the soft Al layer and significantly increase the dislocation slip resistance, so that a large amount of deformation heating makes the dynamic softening mechanism of Al matrix conform to the characteristics of dynamic recrystallization.

3) Strain hardening exponent \(n\) was calculated based on the true stress-true strain data. And calculation results show that Cu/Al composites can achieve more coordinated deformation at low deformation temperature and high strain rate, which agrees with the microstructure observation.

4) The deformation activation energy of the studied Cu/Al composites materials is greater than that of pure Al, which can be ascribed to the influence of interface.

5) The strain compensated constitutive equation can match the experimental values very well. High correlation coefficient and low average absolute relative error show that the modified constitutive equation can accurately predict the deformation behavior of Cu/Al composites.
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